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Purpose and Scope
In January 2017, Paul Simpson, Chairman of the Harris County Republican Party (HCRP),
commissioned a strategic review of the Harris County GOP. This report is the culmination of that
effort. By definition, once published, it also begins its implementation.
The objective of the review was to:
“Recommend how the Harris County Republican Party can best further its missions to elect
Republican candidates and to engage voters on Republican positions and issues.”
A task force of thought-leaders in our local GOP was commissioned to advise the chairman and
work with our consultant. During this process we gathered perspectives of a broad range of
Harris County Republicans; surfaced our different priorities, issues, and points-of-view, and
identified a robust set of strategic actions.
Through this process we identified and made recommendations in the following areas of
concern:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Messaging
Growing the Party
Fund Raising
Networking

We met with, or spoke to, nearly 200 people throughout the county. We talked with a crosssection of elected officials, former candidates, party activists, precinct chairs, SREC members,
GOP Club members, subject matter experts, and HCRP staff and volunteers. In-depth one-onone interviews occurred with the task force member and other subject matter experts. We held
geographically dispersed focus group conversations across the county and Harris County
Republicans contributed to an online opinion survey.
Please read the report carefully and review our recommendations. We are confident these
efforts will lead to electoral success and support us to build upon our proud legacy of service.
On behalf of the Task Force, Thank You,
Greg Parker
Task Force Members:
Chris Carmona
Chris Daniel
Loan Davis
Kevin Fulton
Patricia Harless
David Haug

Kelly Horsley
Mary Grace Landrum
Jim Lennon
Vidal Martinez
Debra Mayfield
Joe Pelati

Ben Proler
Debra Risinger
Debbie Roan
Sarah Singleton
Tom Zakes
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Strategic Review by the Numbers
One-on-one Interviews with twelve (12) members of the task force and two (2) subject
matter experts

Ten focus group conversations with approximately 160 people. Sessions were held in nine
different locations throughout Harris County.










Bayland
Wynnwood
Baytown
Pasadena
Clear Lake
Katy
Tomball
Spring-Cypress
Kingwood

Received 121 responses and numerous written comments from online survey

We analyzed the results, trends, and patterns from the 2016 election in Harris County

We reviewed HCRP current and archival data to identify and
evaluate policies, projects, and other activities put in place since
2014.
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HCRP Charter/Bylaws
The HCRP strategic review focused on Harris County and our unique challenges/opportunities.
However, HCRP exists in the broader context of the state and national Republican Party and has
limited scope for independent policy positions. Article II of its bylaws defines the HCRP objective
as follows:
“The object of this organization shall be to perform the duties assigned to it in the Texas
Election Code, to support, assist, and elect Republican candidates to public office, and
to establish, promote, and educate the voting public on positions and issues consistent
with the State and/or National Republican Party Platforms. The Harris County Republican
Party does not endorse in primary elections.”
Candidates have sole responsibility for their policy positions and what platform elements they
focus upon, or not. As such, the HCRP does not endorse candidates in primary elections.
Instead, we encourage candidates to lead this essential dialogue with voters. Indeed, this is why
we have elections.
Thus, the recommendations found in this report, while tailored to local realities in Harris County,
are consistent with the Texas State and National Republican Party platforms. However, as we
“establish, promote and educate” voters we seek to apply the Party platform and principles in
ways that are most relevant to our local electorate.
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Demographics and Harris County
The demographic, societal and commercial profile of Harris County continues to evolve. Thirtyfour cities and unincorporated areas of the county are each impacted by projections of
continued urbanization and the growth of an ethnically Hispanic electorate due to migration,
immigration, and birth rates.

The number of Anglo residents in Harris County is shrinking, both as a percentage of the total
population and in real terms. African-American population rates are down slightly. Other
(Asian, Pacific Islander, etc.) and Hispanic populations are growing.
Currently at 45%, by 2020, Hispanics will make up a projected 47% of our residents. Statistical
extrapolation and current population patterns illustrate how Hispanic population could reach
nearly 60% by 2040.
The press often says; “the GOP has a demographic problem,” “the GOP is out of touch with
Hispanics and other people of color,” and that, “the GOP is a party of aging White men.”
We reject this portrayal.
However, if the Republican Party is to remain relevant in Harris County, these perceptions, and
demographic shifts must be acknowledged and incorporated into how we engage voters and
support candidates to campaign and govern.
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2016 Election Results
Our historic voter base is shrinking in both real and absolute terms. As a consequence, we are at
risk of becoming a minority party within Harris County. Demographically, Harris County looks
today like America is projected to look in fifteen to twenty years.
Many traditional Republican voters across the country did not vote for Republican presidential
nominee Donald Trump in 2016. For instance, Hillary Clinton won Fort Bend County, the city of
Fort Worth, and 23 congressional districts nationwide (3 in Texas) that simultaneously elected a
Republican to Congress. Donald Trump won Texas by under 9%, while Romney had carried Texas
by over 16% in the 2012 election. Similarly, Harris County voters, including many Republicans, did
not vote for Donald Trump in 2016. However, Donald Trump won many traditional Democrat
bastions that recent Republican nominees have struggled to win (e.g., Michigan, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Iowa). These wins show future areas of growth for the Republican Party,
here and across the nation. Donald Trumps’ loss in Harris County and its down-ballot impact in
2016 could foreshadow future elections if we do not broaden our voter base.
Going forward, we
must remember that
Hispanic residents of
Harris County are
not a monolithic
voter block. Our
Republican
message can, and
often does, appeal
to Hispanics.
Throughout the U.S.
many Hispanics
vote Republican. In
Harris County, we
must work to
expand the
Hispanic voter base.
Conventional
wisdom incorrectly
concludes that
Republicans did not turn out to vote in 2016. Detailed analysis reveals that Republican voters did
turn out and voted in large numbers. Unfortunately, a significant percentage did not vote for
Trump. Not voting for the top of our GOP ticket negatively impacted down-ballot (e.g., judicial)
races due to the loss of straight-ticket votes. Fortunately, this straight-ticket weakness did not
defeat Republicans in several down-ballot district races where voters split their ballot, rejecting
Trump but sending Republicans to Congress and the Legislature.
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Thus, while Democrats narrowly won the overall countywide congressional vote by just 2%,
Clinton defeated Trump by 13%. As noted, this top-of-the-ticket disruption allowed Hillary Clinton
to win 23 congressional districts nationwide that also elected a Republican to Congress. An
example is Harris County’s historically Republican 7th congressional district, voting for Clinton
while reelecting Congressman John Culberson by a 12% margin.
In 2016, the highest number of voters since 1996 cast their ballots for a 3rd party presidential
candidate or didn’t cast a vote in the presidential contest. This vote deficit at the top of our
ticket was too much to overcome for our down ballot candidates.
These “free-agent”
voters would have
needed to vote for
the Republican in
each of the 39
contested
countywide races
to keep pace with
the Democrats. The
Democrats, on the
other hand,
maintained party
discipline at the top
of the ticket and
voted straight ticket
in record numbers.
Frustratingly, HCRP and our candidates have increased down-ballot GOP votes in 2014 and 2016
compared to earlier trends in 2010 and 2012. In spite of this positive trend, it was insufficient to
overcome the
deficit at the
top of our
ticket.
As you will
see
throughout
this report,
we need not
pander to
the
electorate,
nor
compromise
our values.
However, we
must
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encourage and welcome newcomers to the Party and more constructively frame our policy
positions and platform. We fervently believe our success or failure lies not in what we say, but in
how, and to whom, we say it.
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Messaging
All the feedback we received stresses the importance of communication – that is:





What is our message?
Who is our audience?
Who is our messenger?
What channels do we use to communicate?

All our contact with voters must focus on solving specific problems and improving their lives.
Complaining about how misunderstood we are by the media and voters is self-serving and, most
importantly, ineffective at encouraging people to vote Republican. People want to join a
winning team, and winning teams do not play the “victim.”
At the core of all our recommendations below is the realization that elections are about the
voter, not us.

RECOMMENDATIONS
PROUDLY TELL ALL VOTERS WHAT WE STAND FOR AS REPUBLICANS - OUR
FUNDAMENTAL VALUES AND BELIEFS
Our research leads us to conclude that GOP values and beliefs transcend religion, race,
ethnicity, age, and gender. Most Americans have very similar core values and beliefs.
Examples of these values and beliefs include:









The importance of family
Personal responsibility and accountability to oneself, one’s family and community
Value and worth of work
Service to others (e.g., Good Samaritans during Harvey)
Limited government
Freedom of speech
Freedom of religion
Safety and Security in our homes and communities

Our candidates make policy choices and govern based on their (GOP) values and beliefs. If we
fail to link our policy options to our values we allow others to define our motives and our Party.
Our values-based messages should be an invitation for those who share them to join us. In doing
so, don’t intimate that those who may not share our beliefs are somehow the enemy. Recent
surveys indicate that in today's political climate there is far too much demonizing of one another
from both Republicans and Democrats. This rhetoric is wearing thin with voters of all stripes.
Constructively sharing what we stand for is an explanation of who Republicans are. Let others
speak for themselves.
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LINK OUR VALUES AND BELIEFS TO SPECIFIC ISSUES OF THE DAY
Governing is about making a difference in peoples lives. Sometimes that is about setting up the
conditions for people to solve their
problems and sometimes it is
PROGRESS ADVOCATING OUR GOP POINT-OF-VIEW
about solving problems for them.
Republicans tend to favor
The Harris County Republican Party has taken dramatic steps to
link our values and beliefs to specific issues of the day that are
establishing the conditions for
of increasing interest not only to our members but voters and
people to solve their problems.
citizens at large.
This builds individual strength,
resilience, and confidence. It also
As advocates for limited government, we have advocated for
honors citizen's freedoms.
lower taxes and minimal regulation. In endorsing safety and
Even so, as we engage voters, our
messages must link specific issues
of the day to our values and
beliefs. If we do not,
conversations devolve into winlose arguments about, “which
piece of legislation favors me, or
mine, the most.”
It is far too easy to make sweeping
generalizations about complex
and emotive headline issues of the
day. Today some of these hot
button issues are Sanctuary Cities,
Immigration, Border Security,
Taxes, Health Care and Health
insurance; tomorrow there will be
another set of concerns. Issues will
ebb and flow over time, but our
values are consistent.
Once we agree on how aligned
we are with our values, voters are
more inclined to engage in
conversations about how GOP
solutions support their values and
improve their lives. If we lead with
solutions, people tend to resist
exploring options. Values help to
reframe the nature of our
dialogue with voters.

security in our communities, we have supported efforts to
ensure criminal justice reforms, including bail reform, are
enacted in a way that improves the process and outcomes for
families across Harris County.
HCRP has taken strong stands on issues important to Texans.
Recent examples include Sanctuary Cities (by supporting laws
like SB4), Immigration and Border Enforcement (by advocating
for increased security along the border - including finding a
legislative solution to deal with illegal immigration), and Taxes
(by opposing egregious taxation like Mayor Turner’s Tragedy
Tax).
We understand that this is a team effort, so we’ve enlisted the
help of staff, field personnel, and activists across our party to
provide content and stories that help us reach out to an everwidening audience.
The HCRP Broadcast Studio will play a vital role in
communicating our message. We have the opportunity to
feature live events that engage audiences and allow our
members, followers and the public to hear from candidates
and elected officials directly and powerfully. We will be able to
provide timely and up-to-date information on current events
and important topics.
We have also taken steps to grow and expand good
relationships with members of the media, both traditional and
bloggers, across Harris County, throughout Texas, nationally and
internationally. Harris County, Texas is the largest battleground
county in America, and as such, plays a crucial role in
American politics. We are doing all we can to ensure that the
HCRP is the face and voice of political knowledge and
information in Harris County.
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LEVERAGE CONSTRUCTIVE ILLUSTRATIONS OF THEMES DERIVED FROM OUR
VALUES
It is essential to communicate our points-of-view in ways that can be heard and understood by
all. Don’t just talk to the converted. Instead, talk with those who disagree with us. By
respectfully engaging people, over time, we will win over enough to win elections.
It is hard to argue with being the “Party of Opportunity." Economic opportunity, job growth,
entrepreneurial development, and educational improvement and opportunity are examples of
legislative and policy positions that all fit in this theme.
Similarly, exercising “Fiscal Responsibility” is a theme that has appeal to many voters. This
perspective helps us frame our positions on; taxes, school and other bond initiatives, and our
concerns about deficit spending and its impact on your/our children’s future.
“Safety” is another illustration. Many of our policy positions reflect that we place a priority on the
safety of you, your loved-ones and your/our community. Once we agree on this as a priority
discussing how to achieve this becomes far more civil and actionable.

LEVERAGE ALL CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION AND EXPAND UPON OUR
INFORMATION TECHNOLGY INFRASTRUCTURE AND DATA ANALYTICS CAPABILITY
People have become less accessible through conventional communication channels. Today,
voters are more fragmented along partisan, like-minded, political perspectives. To talk with a
receptive electorate, we must find alternative ways to reach them.
Long gone are the days when political parties (or advertisers) could buy time on the three
national networks or their local affiliates and expect to reach their audience effectively.
Similarly, the numbers and readership of newspapers and national news magazines have
decreased dramatically.
Technology has allowed us to consume news differently than a mere 25 years ago. Cable news
channels like CNN, Fox and later MSNBC began this trend. Websites on the Internet that
aggregate and write news and opinion, like The Drudge Report, The Huffington Post, and
Breitbart News built on this foundation. Even the Washington Post and New York Times have
joined this trend.
Personal blogs, Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, offer people the forum to curate information
and add commentary. While more interactive, they also afford a degree of anonymity which
critics charge lowers civility and hardens the way we treat one another.
Millennials in our focus groups tell us that call centers do not work for them because they do not
answer calls from people they do not know. They say, “we seldom pick–up snail-mail from our
mailboxes - if we even have one.” Combine this with apartment compounds which restrict
access; precinct walking is increasingly ineffective at reaching them. For other demographic
groups, precinct walking provides the personal touch they appreciate and crave.
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The casual observer might conclude that our society is becoming fragmented, insular and
isolated. And yet, paradoxically, reaching
PROGRESS TO ENHANCE
voters can and must be more intimate. A
COMMUNICATIONS IN 2017
personal bond between our Party and
“Leveraging social media is no longer a novelty;
individual voters is achievable.
it must be part of what we do every day.” – Paul
As in the past, advertising and marketing
Simpson
provide us some clues as to how to proceed.
HCRP understands the need to expand our
We can also learn from the Presidential
digital footprint and capability continually. Our
campaigns of our Democrat opponents.
website is robust, and we continue to hire
Famously, Bernie Sanders and Barack Obama
digitally savvy staff to expand upon voter
both illustrate the vitality of social media in
analytics.
voter outreach and small dollar fundraising.
We can also learn from Donald Trump’s use of
Twitter to see the power of using technology to
speak directly to voters.

HCRP HAS WORLD CLASS DATA AND DATA
MODELING
Since 2014 HCRP has vastly expanded its data
modeling and maintains one of the most data-rich
voter files of any county in the country, complete
with numerous partisan models, issue models,
candidate-specific models and voter behavior
models (turnout, straight ticket voters, non-straight
ticket voters).
Before 2014 most voter contact was done with
paper lists. This was incredibly inefficient and lead
to lost work and duplication of efforts. In 2014 the
party migrated to 21st-century technology for its
voter contact efforts. Working with the State Party
and Abbott campaign, HCRP targeted and
contacted voters using mobile canvassing apps,
phone from home technology and VoIP phones
(VoIP had been used in previous cycles too).
HCRP now works seamlessly with these other groups
and performs live updates to our data and
database. All voter contact across all platforms is
updated and shared among RPT, RNC and the
Abbott campaign. These efforts will continue in
2018.

Since 2014, the Harris County Republican Party
has revamped the party website moving it to a
new platform that allows not only a dynamic
front-facing website but a back-end database
filled with Republican voters, volunteers, and
activists that can be accessed by HCRP precinct
chairs and staff.
Our website is linked via API to our door-to-door
canvassing tools as well as our phone banking
systems so that anytime a new Republican is
identified they are automatically pushed into the
database and available to precinct chairs and
staff alike
2018 campaign support will take full advantage
of the extensive capabilities we have put in
place.
As part of this process, we have dramatically
expanded our communications efforts and
presence across the board. With the first-ever inhouse Communications Director on staff, HCRP
has undertaken significant improvements in our
weekly email newsletters, press releases, and
media relations, and substantially improved the
HCRP social media presence.
HCRP understands the importance of online
messaging, and we’ve taken direct and
measurable steps to improve our ability to
communicate not only with our members but
with a broader audience as well. Since June
2017, our social media reach has expanded
dramatically across all the platforms we use.
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We must know and understand all the digital channels people use to talk with one another and
have a proficient and active presence.
These core capabilities are no longer optional; they are table stakes for staying in the game. It
will continue to take time, money, and people to take full advantage of our robust digital
footprint. Only then can we develop voter insight and continue expanding our social media
presence.
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Grow the Party
Harris County population patterns are in transition. As previously discussed, our traditional voter
base is shrinking and is trending towards a Hispanic majority. Historically, Harris County voting
patterns reflect that people of color, including Hispanics, lean Democrat.
The GOP can only succeed in Harris County if we grow our appeal beyond those who voted
Republican in 2016. We do not need everyone to join our ranks, but we do need many of those
who voted last time for a Democrat, or 3rd party candidate, to vote Republican in 2018 and
beyond.
The resurgence of independent and 3rd party voting in 2016 may be a telling sign for both
mainstream parties – Democrat and Republican. Unlike the candidacy of Ross Perot, or Ralph
Nader in the not so distant past, the strength of 3rd parties in 2016 (left and right) may be a telling
sign of more fundamental shifts in party affiliation. While this has not been the case in the past,
only time and events will tell us if this was a permanent shift.
Regardless of these crosscurrents, HCRP is committed to growing the GOP within Harris County.
To do this, we must overcome the rancor and cynicism. Words alone are insufficient to build
trust with skeptical voters. In the messaging segment, we discussed leading with values to
explain the outcomes we expect from policies and platform positions. However, our words must
be matched by our deeds. When done well, voters experience our values. When they
experience our values, we believe they will vote Republican.

Recommendations
DEVELOP A CONSTRUCTIVE RELATIONSHIPS WITH ALL VOTERS IN HARRIS
COUNTY
The GOP in Harris County will not grow its ranks if we can not develop constructive relationships
will all voters. To build these relationships require two-way interaction. The GOP cannot just
craft a message and send it out into the world. Instead, we must actively participate in our
communities to solve local issues. Working “for” something instead of “against” something is a
more empowering, positive and sustainable way to engage with the world.
To encourage positive activism, HCRP will work to establish a list of concerns and activities,
precinct by precinct. The items on the list need not be unique to Republicans. We will identify
issues in our communities around which people are gathering. When our members show up as a
constructive force, our reputation will spread. When appropriate we can run stories on our
website and with the media.
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RECRUIT AND TRAIN CANDIDATES WHICH REFLECT HARRIS COUNTY
Electing dedicated, hard working, public servants who employ Republican values and principles
to solve problems is more important than mirroring demographics. However, it remains our
preference to have men and women with ethnic, cultural or religious ties to their communities.
Concerted effort to identify and develop these candidates is a central mandate of the Harris
County Republican Party. As our membership grows, we will draw from a larger pool of people.

DEMONSTRATE OUR GOP VALUES THROUGH SERVICE TO ALL OUR
COMMUNITIES IN HARRIS COUNTY
Active participation in our community does more to demonstrate our values than any marketing
plan ever could. Our goal is for voters to experience our values.
We encourage people not always to wear the GOP brand on your sleeve. Quietly doing good
work is sufficient. The fact that you are a Republican will not be lost on anyone.
Examples of community services include:




Neighborhood
Economic
Development
Pro-bono Legal
Assistance and
Support





Facilitate
immigration
Setting up a new
business
Finding loans for
new or expanding
businesses




Job Skills training
Medical Insurance
Advocate

These are issues that affect all people, regardless of party. However, if we are seen bringing
Republican solutions to these age-old problems, we become more relevant to non-traditional
voters and our reputation will begin to shift.
HCRP will work with candidates and elected officials to identify activities around Harris County
where GOP members can volunteer.
Many of our members are already active members of our community. After all, this is one of our
core values. However, to maximize our Republican brand, as our members work on these
community service projects, HCRP will occasionally ask them to share what they have done and
what they have learned. HRCP will take a more active role in celebrating their participation and
share what they have learned. Doing so will create enthusiasm, provide tangible examples for
others to follow and enhance our reputation.

NETWORK WITH AND ACROSS THE HARRIS COUNTY GOP
Within Harris County, there are currently twenty-six Republican auxiliary clubs. A list of these is in
the appendix. There are also numerous groups who, like the Tea Party, are designed to
augment the HCRP. These organizations are not part of the Harris County Republican Party, nor
are they governed by our bylaws.
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Our research reveals that the direction and coordination among these groups is quite variable.
As such, their collective power and influence may not reach their full potential.
The Harris County GOP should pursue a more active effort to learn from and partner with and
across these groups to improve our mutual effectiveness, and to identify opportunities to
advance our cause while using fewer resources (time, money, people, and effort).
Many precinct chairs believe that quarterly executive meeting attendance is diminishing. A
review of the actual attendance does not support this view. Regardless, it is important to note
that some precinct chairs indicate that these sessions do not meet their needs. Of those, many
expressed a want to increase the opportunity to learn from or to teach other chairs.
Getting everyone physically together at the same time is not the Party’s primary goal. Instead,
we encourage coordination between groups/people that can learn from one another, or would
benefit by joining forces to address a common need.

RETAIN PARTY LOYALTY
Across America, the tone of political discourse today is angry, tense and polarizing. So, it should
come as no surprise that this tone was also frequently displayed during our focus group and oneon-one conversations, and in the online survey. Whether speaking about Democrats, or people
and views inside our local GOP, the tone was the same.
Deep divides are apparent between various factions of the GOP in Harris County. Most obvious
is the animosity between social conservatives and those with more moderate views. Mutual
respect for one another is absent. Referring to “Right-wing crazies” or calling those who did not
support candidate Trump, “traitors” does nothing to create unity.
In 1858, Abraham Lincoln famously said, “A house divided against itself cannot stand.” This
wisdom is equally true today.
We believe retaining unity within the party requires us to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tone down venomous rhetoric
Focus on identifying common values
Explore a range of solutions to achieve our goals and embrace our values
Jointly agree upon next steps

Anger is no way to befriend someone or to encourage conversation. As we engage with one
another and potential voters, our message must be balanced, conversational and inviting in
tone. Anger builds resistance and fails to achieve our objectives. Machiavelli might have said,
“Angry messages are only embraced by those who share your anger – and you already have
their vote.”
Understanding the nature of our democracy would also help. Our Founders created a system of
checks and balances that reward compromise and the resulting incremental change. If we
treat politics as a win-lose battle, we all lose. We do not have a parliamentarian system like
Europe. We do not elect Parties or form coalitions to “run government our way for a while.”
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Instead, ours is a system of tug and pull that seldom lurches one way or another – change is slow
until a consensus emerges, then we change swiftly.
HCRP can help build bridges by creating forums to meet and discuss this divide. Many people
want to avoid this conversation for fear that it will spin out of control. With careful preparation,
this can be prevented. People must ensure that different views are welcomed, and people are
not bullied or personally attacked for voicing them.
We will strive to use our Executive Committee meetings to enhance the interpersonal skills, trust,
and confidence required to lead more constructive conversations amongst our members.
Failure to address this divide will continue to splinter party cohesion and place our ability to win
in 2018 in doubt. As we experienced in 2016, internal fractures provide an opportunity for
Democrat candidates to win.
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Fundraising
Funding remains the life-blood for all political parties. Most funding for HCRP is local. While
HCRP’s funding has increased significantly since 2013, a larger operating budget is required if we
are to expand our capability and capacity to:






Expand technology
Recruit and develop candidates
Facilitate more alignment across members of the Party
Proactively engage and educate voters
Increase paid and volunteer staff

Recommendations
CONTINUE TO EXPAND OUR DONOR BASE
Since August 2, 2016, the Harris County Republican Party gained 108 new donors who
contributed over $549,165.
Success breeds success. As we grow and broaden membership, we should be able to broaden
funding without placing an undue burden on our existing donors. Current donors may also be
inclined to donate more once our message develops broader appeal.
HCRP commits to:




Continue developing relationships with all of our current donors
Organize incentive programs and events to appeal to new donors
Work closely with elected officials and their staff to maximize engagement

EXPAND LOW DOLLAR DONATIONS
Expanding low dollar donations generates more income for HCRP and improves party loyalty
and commitment. When people donate their sense of ‘ownership’ increases, and they are
more likely to take an active role in helping us reach our goals.
HCRP should:




Re-develop the minor donor-giving program to retain current donors and encourage gift
upgrades.
Create perks for the minor donors like event invitations, buttons, and bumper stickers
Increase communication and potentially implement a Grassroots advisor team to
brainstorm new ideas
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REDUCE INEFFICIENT TRADING OF FUNDS BETWEEN CLUBS AND CANDIDATES
Clubs need money to operate, and candidates want to connect with Republican voters.
Trading donations between GOP clubs and candidates is inefficient and a source of tension for
all. Finding ways to provide both is our goal.
We recommend:


Clubs minimize reliance on candidates and officeholders for fundraising and seek to
broaden their donor base in their respective areas and spheres of influence

HCRP commits to:



Schedule meetings with all the Harris County club presidents to assess their thoughts and
fundraising needs
Draft a training plan and class for the clubs to increase their fundraising efforts

Improving the value proposition for candidates and elected officials to attend key fundraising
events will increase the numbers of paying attendees.
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Networking
Our ten focus group conversations across Harris County provided striking clarity about how
complex and diverse we are. Beyond the previously described ethnic diversity, Harris County is a
blend of old and new, and urban, suburban and rural. We are all confronted with the challenge
of rapid growth, but how that growth impacts each community is very different. Consequently,
there is no ‘grand solution’ that can solve everything. Instead, we have a quilt of local solutions
that come together within Harris County.
Harris County has no shortage of challenges. Houston’s size naturally draws much of our
attention to its concerns. However, there is a dramatic pull for resources elsewhere in the county
given rapid growth to the west and north. Tensions between the ‘haves and the have-nots’ are
palpable, gang violence is pervasive, and the list goes on and on. Responding in a balanced
way to all of these needs is not easy. The structure of our county makes it difficult to look at the
big picture. Focusing on the pieces is more often the norm.
Consequently, a key leadership challenge for HCRP is to determine, “What do we do together”
and “what do we do separately.” There is work for us to do together and there is work we can
do separately. Effective networking can help us do both, better. Networking can also help us
to maximize our limited resources.

Recommendations
BUILD ADDITONAL MICRO NETWORKS ACROSS THE PARTY
Dividing ourselves into small groups may feel counter-intuitive to many people. However,
splitting into manageable chunks allows us to focus our efforts and not be overwhelmed by the
whole.
The numbers and composition of micro-networks continually change, and membership tends to
be fluid. Many of these networks are more ad hoc and short-lived than our conventional clubs
and auxiliaries. Micro-networks can form around shared issues, geography, or professional and
social affiliations. We must determine which are the groups that we want to join, influence or,
perhaps, sponsor.
To some extent, we already do this through our relationships with the various clubs, social groups,
and auxiliary organizations (see next recommendation for additional discussion). We see a need
and an opportunity to build additional relationships with less obvious groups of people within
Harris County. An example might include voters in high-density apartment complexes and
geographic regions across the county (e.g., Mid-Town, The Heights, or Baytown). These may or
may not mirror precincts or other current alliances within the county.
Once identified, we will allocate resources and strategies to connect with these groups. HCRP
leaders of these ‘outreach’ groups will meet quarterly to learn from one another and identify
any patterns. Insights from these meetings will be shared.
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ESTABLISH CLOSER ALI GNMENT BETWEEN HCRP AND GOP CLUBS
HCRP could benefit by having closer connections with the talented people in various GOP clubs
and associations. Conversely, the clubs might also benefit by being more closely aligned with
HCRP.
The mission of all these clubs dovetails with HCRP’s mission to help elect Republican candidates
and educate voters on Republican positions. The more aligned all these organizations are, the
more efficient and effective we all are.
Harris County GOP Women’s Clubs are a good example for how internal coordination might
occur. They send representatives to meet together every other month. We encourage other
groups to do the same.
A list of current Service Clubs and Auxiliaries is included in the Appendix. Expanding membership
and building a sense of purpose and enthusiasm is an inherent challenge to all volunteer clubs.
Closer links to HCRP should help us all.
We recommend that the HCRP convene a meeting of leaders from each club. They would
agree on ways that each club can educate voters about Republican positions. Twice a year
this network of leaders would meet to discuss their progress and learn from each other’s efforts.
As more opportunities to collaborate are identified and acted upon we will strengthen our GOP
culture, and a virtuous cycle of success will become commonplace.
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Compilation of Recommendations
1. Proudly Tell All Voters What We Stand For As Republicans - Our Fundamental Values And
Beliefs
2. Link Our Values And Beliefs To Specific Issues Of The Day
3. Leverage Constructive Illustrations Of Themes Derived From Our Values
4. Leverage All Channels Of Communication and Expand upon Our IT Infrastructure and
Data Analytics Capabilities
5. Develop A Constructive Relationship With All Voters In Harris County
6. Recruit And Train Candidates Which Reflect The Demographics Of Harris County
7. Demonstrate Our GOP Values Through Service To All Our Communities In Harris County
8. Network With And Across The Harris County GOP
9. Retain Party Loyalty
10. Continue To Expand Our Donor Base
11. Expand Low Dollar Donations
12. Reduce Inefficient Trading Of Funds Between Clubs And Candidates
13. Build Additional Micro Networks Across The Party
14. Establish Closer Alignment Between HCRP And GOP Clubs

Appendix




Analyses Of The 2016 Elections:
o Harris County 2016 “Voter Movement” Study
o Statewide Election Analysis
GOP Service Clubs and Auxiliaries In Harris County
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HARRIS COUNTY REPUBLICAN PARTY
STRATEGIC REVIEW 2017

MEMO
To: Interested Parties
From: Kevin Shuvalov
Re: 2016 Republican Vote Movement
Problems for Harris County Republicans in the 2016 election began immediately when
more than 50,000 probable Republicans opted out of voting for the GOP nominee and
cast their vote for a 3rd party candidate or skipped the race entirely. This greatly
reduced the Republican straight ticket vote that is critical for down ballot candidates and
building the base Republican vote.

Total Two Party Vote
Non-Two Party Vote
Under Vote
Non-Two Party + Under Vote
Percent of electorate voting
for a Major Party

2008
1,162,865
8,607
17,185
25,792

2012
1,173,117
15,468
15,381
30,849

2016
1,253,869
58,243
26,622
84,865

Raw
Change
from 12 to
16
80,752
42,775
11,241
54,016

97.83%

97.44%

93.66%

4%

%
Change
6%
73%
42%
64%
-4%

While the total vote in Harris County grew by 10% from 2012 to 2016, votes for the
major two parties only grew by 6% while the Libertarian vote increased by 72% and the
vote for “others” by 96%. Conservative Evan McMullin from Utah who lead the Never
Trump movement won 85% of the “other” vote.

3RD PARTY OTHER VOTE
LIB

GRN

OTHER

UNDER VOTE

26,622
6,678
11,784
17,185
1,824
6,783

15,381
248
4,122
11,098

39,781

2008

2012

2016

The last time that fewer than 97% of the electorate voted for the two major parties for
President in Harris County was 1996, when Ross Perot ran as an independent. In the
ensuing twenty years, Harris County went from being a solid Republican County to the
nation’s largest battleground county with straight ticket votes that were 65% of the total
vote in 2016 had been less than half in 1996.
Republicans becoming 3rd party voters not only happened in Harris County but across
Texas. To help illustrate this fracturing of the GOP straight ticket vote the chart below
shows the increase in 3rd party vote by comparing 2012 to 2016.

CHANGE IN PRESIDENTIAL VOTE SHARE FROM
2012
Bexar

Travis

49%

42%
43%
45%

96%
85%
96%
85%
95%

Tarrant

65%
71%
67%
73%
55%

Dallas

DEM

LIB

GREEN

OTHER

UNDER VOTE

TOTAL VOTE

-36%

-7%
-12%
-1%
-1%
-10%

GOP

10%
7%
9%
13%
18%

17%
12%
12%
17%
24%

52%

72%
72%
71%
74%

Harris County

As discussed in a previous memo, most of all the vote movement in Harris County this
past election happened in Republican areas of the county while Democrat areas
remained relatively flat from 2012. This can easily be seen by tracking votes from
President to the Congressional race in Republican districts, and then by legislative
district within each of those congressional districts.
Republican Congressmen received 63,739 more votes than Trump in the six
Republican Congressional Districts in Harris County. By comparison, only 3,745 votes
separated Mitt Romney and Ted Cruz in 2012 who shared the same ballot positions.
This drastic swing of votes from the first two contests on the ballot show how disrupted
the Republican coalition was in 2016.
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Raw Vote Change from President to Congress

(5,620)

Culberson

(12,731)

(8,734)

Brady

(3,679)
(1,040)

22,338

3,695

McCaul

(4,891)

5,311

(572)

Olson

(954)
(1,017)

(4,401)

GOP Vote Change

2,035

7,198

Babin

(13,472)

23,162

Poe

(19,428)

Dem Vote Change

Lib/McMullin Vote Change

Further parsing the state legislative within GOP congressional districts gives a better
geographical sense of where a large amounts of the swing between President and
Congress was happened. The chart below shows where votes from the presidential
contest to Congress moved the most drastically to Republicans. Of the 39
combinations of legislatives districts within Republican congressional districts, these six
represent 50% of the vote movement to Republicans from the presidential contest.

CD
CD 7 - Culberson
CD 7 - Culberson
CD 2 - Poe
CD 2 - Poe
CD 2 - Poe
CD 36 - Babin

HD
133 - Murphy
134 - Davis
127 - Huberty
134 - Davis
126 - Roberts
129 - Paul

Vote Change from President to Congress
GOP
Dem
Lib
Grn
7,625
(4,444)
(2,647)
(351)
7,505
(4,903)
(2,334)
(311)
5,298
(3,946)
(1,308)
101
4,321
(3,772)
(1,001)
65
3,672
(2,971)
(917)
66
3,615
(6,077)
(1,885)
5,280
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This drastic vote movement had a crippling effect on down ballot Republicans when
conservative voters opted out of straight ticket voting in the presidential race and
therefore lowered the GOP base vote for all candidates.
In 2012, congressional districts 2 (Poe) and 7 (Culberson), Harris County’s two largest
Republican congressional districts accounted for 51% of all Republican straight ticket
votes countywide. In 2016, the two districts accounted for only 49% of all Republican
straight tickets.
Once these most likely Republican voters opted out of voting straight ticket they either
fell off the ballot entirely, or voted in some races (as shown by the under vote - the
number of voters not casting a ballot in a race), or became swing voters choosing
between the two parties throughout the ballot.
By removing straight ticket voters and averaging like races by ballot order we can see
the movement among voters who chose to not utilize the straight ticket option. In 2012,
when straight ticket voting was relatively even, this group of voters narrowly voted
Democrat.
Outside the presidential or district attorney’s contests these voters clearly leaned
Republican in 2016. It’s also apparent a large number of most likely Democrats or
Independents, swayed by the Soros attack ads, skipped directly from the statewide
contests to the district attorney contest and then stopped voting.

VOTE BY OFFICE TYPE LESS STRAIGHT TICKET
GOP

235,884

210,732

203,267

189,507

191,046

61,394

66,751

COURT OF
APPEALS

TRIAL COURTS

189,154

144,292

DEM

Undervote
224,925

186,801

161,785
48,387

49,333

213,044

180,774

201,037
198,915

67,244

61,109

COUNTY
COURTS

COUNTY
OFFICES

26,622

TRUMP

STATEWIDE

DISTRICT
ATTORNEY

When we look at the individual trial court races after removing straight ticket vote there
is a tremendous amount of swing vote that appears to be generated by Republican
women who opted out of straight ticket voting as well as Hispanics.
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Female Republican trial court candidates on average received over 7,000 more votes
than their male counterparts. Conversely, female Democrat trial judge candidates
received 2,000 fewer votes than their male counterparts.
Hispanic Republicans through the entire ballot received over 18,000 more votes than
non-Hispanic Republicans, while Democrat Hispanic candidates only received 10,845
more votes than their non-Hispanic counterparts.

TRIAL COURT VOTE
GOP

DEM

Following the 2016 elections, conventional wisdom says Republicans were overrun by
Democrats and Republicans didn’t turn out.
After reviewing the final vote rosters, Republican turnout increased by 3% while
Democrats remained flat from 2012. The biggest change in the electorate from 2012 to
2016 were independents who increased by 47%.
These voter rosters and the data presented here shows the Harris County Republican
Party was successful in turning out Republicans and winning more Independent votes
for its down ballot candidates. Unfortunately for many great Republican candidates and
office holders, the immediate disruption from many Republican voters who chose to not
vote straight ticket and instead opted to vote for Hillary Clinton or a 3rd party for
President was too much to overcome as a unified Democrat Party increased their base
vote through straight ticket voting.
5

Moving forward, Republicans should feel a determined confidence looking to the midterm elections. Through the leadership of Chairman Paul Simpson, the Harris County
Republican Party is doing its job of organizing the county and engaging officeholders
and conservative organizations to help. This stands in stark contrast to local Democrats
who have completely outsourced their organizations to radical left wing organizations
like TOP and Battleground Texas.
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2016 General Election Analysis
January 6, 2017
The following information is based on data collected from the Texas Secretary of State and various
county elections administrators. While there are some counties who have not fully provided their list
of who voted in the 2016 General Election, 96% have been accounted for. This report includes
information on these voters. Please keep in mind that all data included in this report is based on
information from the database of registered voters and not on final vote totals or number of votes cast
as reported by the counties or state.

Voters by Previous Election History
The following is a breakdown of people who voted in the 2016 General Election based on their
previous vote history in the previous four elections. For example, of the voters who voted in
November, 33.1% had previous Republican Primary vote history and have not voted in a Democratic
Primary.
Republican Primary voters with no previous
Democratic Primary history: 33.1%
18.3%
33.1%

Mixed Primary voters, but last voted in a Republican
Primary: 1.7%
Democratic Primary voters with no previous
Republican Primary history: 16.9%
Mixed Primary voters, but last voted in a Democratic
Primary: 0.9%

29.1%
1.7%
0.9%

16.9%

General Election voters with no previous Republican
or Democratic Primary history: 29.1%
Voters with no Primary or General Election history:
18.3%

Ryan Data & Research
PO Box 202675 · Austin, TX 78720-2675 · (512) 496-5470 · dryan@ryandata.com

Comparison to Previous General Elections
The following is a comparison of who voted in the 2016 General Election vs who voted in the 2014
and 2012 General Elections. Each category takes into consideration the previous four elections. For
example, the 2016 data uses voters’ election history from the 2014, 2012, 2010, and 2008 General
Elections. The 2014 data uses voters’ election history from the 2012, 2010, 2008, and 2006 General
Elections.
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
Republican Primary
Mixed Primary
Democratic Primary
Mixed Primary
General Election
Voters with no
voters with no voters / Last voted in voters with no voters / Last voted in voters / No Primary Primary or General
previous D history
R Primary
previous R history
D Primary
history
Election history

2016

2014

2012

2016

2014

2012

Republican Primary voters with no previous
Democratic Primary history

33.1%

32.7%

23.1%

Mixed Primary voters, but last voted in a Republican
Primary

1.7%

7.1%

4.9%

Democratic Primary voters with no previous
Republican Primary history

16.9%

26.9%

25.0%

Mixed Primary voters, but last voted in a Democratic
Primary

0.9%

1.1%

0.8%

General Election voters with no previous Republican or
Democratic Primary history

29.1%

26.0%

30.8%

Voters with no Primary or General Election history

18.3%

6.2%

15.3%

Please note, part of the explanation for the drop-off in the share of Democratic Primary voters in 2016
can be attributed to the fact that the 2016 data takes into consideration the previous four primary
elections (2010-2016). The 2014 and 2012 data also takes into consideration the previous four
primary elections, but these data sets include the 2008 Primary Election which saw record turnout in
the Democratic Primary.
Ryan Data & Research
PO Box 202675 · Austin, TX 78720-2675 · (512) 496-5470 · dryan@ryandata.com

How Did People Cast Their Vote?
Voted early in person: 71.4%
Voted by mail*: 5.9%
Voted on Election Day: 22.7%
Voted by Mail*

Voted Early in Person

11.7%

16.1%
34.8%

38.7%

21.2%

28.3%
1.0%

1.7%
1.7%
1.1%

25.7%

18.0%

Voted on Election Day
26.1%
26.9%

1.6%
11.3%
33.6%

0.6%

Voted by Mail*
Republican Primary voters with no previous D history
Mixed Primary voters / Last voted in R Primary
Democratic Primary voters with no previous R history
Mixed Primary voters / Last voted in D Primary
General Election voters / No Primary history
Voters with no Primary or General Election history

38.7%
1.7%
25.7%
1.0%
21.2%
11.7%

Voted Early in
Person
34.8%
1.7%
18.0%
1.1%
28.3%
16.1%

Voted on
Election Day
26.1%
1.6%
11.3%
0.6%
33.6%
26.9%

*Not all counties differentiate between early voters in person and voters who cast a ballot by mail.
Some counties list ballot by mail voters in the same category as early voters. This data is based on
the counties who provided information on who voted by mail.

Ryan Data & Research
PO Box 202675 · Austin, TX 78720-2675 · (512) 496-5470 · dryan@ryandata.com

Turnout Within Group
The following is a breakdown of what percentage of voters from each group showed up to vote in the
2016 General Election* compared to their turnout in the 2014 and 2012 General Elections. For
example, 86.0% of voters with previous Republican Primary history (and no Democratic Primary
history) cast a vote in the 2016 General Election.

86.0%
GOP Primary voters with no DEM history

72.7%
84.5%

90.3%
Mixed Primary voters / Last Voted R

79.2%
90.5%

81.5%
DEM Primary voters with no GOP history

53.8%
73.4%

90.5%
Mixed Primary voters / Last Voted D

83.2%
84.3%

56.4%
General Election voters with no Primary history

28.3%
57.1%

28.3%
No General or Primary history

33.8%
26.9%

2016

2014

2012

*Several counties have not fully reported their list of voters to the Secretary of State, therefore, the
turnout percentages listed above for 2016 are not final. The final percentages for 2016 in each
category are likely to be slightly higher than reported here.

Ryan Data & Research
PO Box 202675 · Austin, TX 78720-2675 · (512) 496-5470 · dryan@ryandata.com

Voters by Gender
Gender Not
Listed
4.5%

Female
52.9%

Male
42.6%

2016 General Election Voters – Past Election History by Gender
Republican Primary voters with no previous D history
Mixed Primary voters / Last voted in R Primary
Democratic Primary voters with no previous R history
Mixed Primary voters / Last voted in D Primary
General Election voters / No Primary history
Voters with no Primary or General Election history

Female

Male

Gender Not
Listed

49.2%
50.7%
57.7%
51.3%
54.5%
52.8%

46.0%
46.5%
38.7%
44.3%
40.3%
43.5%

4.8%
2.8%
3.5%
4.4%
5.2%
3.7%

2016 General Election Voters – Gender by Past Election History
Republican
Primary
voters with
no previous
D history

Mixed
Primary
voters / Last
voted in R
Primary

Democratic
Primary
voters with
no previous
R history

Mixed
Primary
voters / Last
voted in D
Primary

General
Election
voters / No
Primary
history

Voters with
no Primary
or General
Election
history

Female

30.8%

1.6%

18.5%

0.9%

30.0%

18.3%

Male

35.6%

1.8%

15.4%

1.0%

27.5%

18.7%

Gender
Not
Listed

35.7%

1.0%

13.3%

0.9%

34.0%

15.1%

Ryan Data & Research
PO Box 202675 · Austin, TX 78720-2675 · (512) 496-5470 · dryan@ryandata.com

Voters by Age

25.0%

20.4%
20.0%

18.6%

17.5%
15.2%

15.0%

11.2%

10.4%

10.0%
5.0%

4.0%

2.2%

0.7%

0.0%
Under 20

20 to 29

30 to 39

40 to 49

50 to 59

60 to 69

70 to 79

80 to 89

90 and Up

2016 General Election Voters – Age Group by Past Election History

Under 20
20 to 29
30 to 39
40 to 49
50 to 59
60 to 69
70 to 79
80 to 89
90 and Up

Republican
Primary
voters with
no
previous D
history

Mixed
Primary
voters /
Last voted
in R
Primary

Democratic
Primary
voters with
no previous
R history

Mixed
Primary
voters /
Last voted
in D
Primary

General
Election
voters / No
Primary
history

Voters with
no Primary
or General
Election
history

8.2%
15.4%
21.8%
28.6%
37.1%
42.8%
49.5%
49.4%
43.1%

0.0%
0.3%
0.6%
1.1%
1.7%
2.5%
3.4%
3.8%
3.0%

7.1%
14.8%
14.8%
15.3%
16.4%
19.6%
20.8%
22.8%
24.6%

0.0%
0.4%
0.5%
0.7%
1.0%
1.4%
1.7%
1.7%
1.4%

0.0%
26.0%
35.5%
37.0%
32.5%
25.9%
19.4%
18.1%
22.3%

84.7%
43.2%
26.9%
17.4%
11.3%
7.8%
5.1%
4.1%
5.6%

2016 General Election Voters – Past Election History by Age Group

Republican Primary voters
with no previous D history
Mixed Primary voters / Last
voted in R Primary
Democratic Primary voters
with no previous R history
Mixed Primary voters / Last
voted in D Primary
General Election voters / No
Primary history
Voters with no Primary or
General Election history

<20

20 to
29

30 to
39

40 to
49

50 to
59

60 to
69

70 to
79

80 to
89

90
and
up

0.5%

5.2%

10.0%

15.1%

22.8%

24.0%

15.6%

5.9%

0.9%

0.0%

1.7%

5.7%

11.4%

21.1%

28.0%

21.7%

9.1%

1.2%

0.9%

9.8%

13.3%

15.7%

19.8%

21.4%

12.8%

5.3%

1.0%

0.0%

4.3%

7.5%

12.2%

21.0%

28.3%

18.8%

7.0%

1.0%

0.0%

10.0%

18.5%

22.2%

22.8%

16.5%

7.0%

2.5%

0.5%

10.1%

26.5%

22.3%

16.6%

12.6%

7.9%

2.9%

0.9%

0.2%

Ryan Data & Research
PO Box 202675 · Austin, TX 78720-2675 · (512) 496-5470 · dryan@ryandata.com

Voters by Hispanic Surname

Hispanic
19.1%

Non-Hispanic
80.9%

2016 General Election Voters – Ethnicity by Past Election History

Non-Hispanic
Surname
Hispanic
Surname

Republican
Primary
voters with
no previous
D history

Mixed
Primary
voters / Last
voted in R
Primary

Democratic
Primary
voters with
no previous
R history

Mixed
Primary
voters / Last
voted in D
Primary

General
Election
voters / No
Primary
history

Voters with
no Primary
or General
Election
history

37.7%

1.7%

14.2%

1.0%

28.6%

16.8%

13.3%

1.6%

28.7%

0.8%

31.1%

24.5%

2016 General Election Voters – Past Election History by Ethnicity
Republican Primary voters with no
previous D history
Mixed Primary voters / Last voted in R
Primary
Democratic Primary voters with no
previous R history
Mixed Primary voters / Last voted in D
Primary
General Election voters / No Primary
history
Voters with no Primary or General
Election history

Non-Hispanic Surname

Hispanic Surname

92.3%

7.7%

81.7%

18.3%

67.6%

32.4%

83.8%

16.2%

79.5%

20.5%

74.4%

25.6%

Ryan Data & Research
PO Box 202675 · Austin, TX 78720-2675 · (512) 496-5470 · dryan@ryandata.com

Who Were the Voters With No Previous History?

38%
42%

Registered After the
2016 Primary
Registered From Nov
2014 to Feb 2016
Registered Prior to the
2014 General Election

20%

By Gender
• Male: 43.5%
• Female: 52.8%
• Gender not listed: 3.7%

By Ethnicity
• Hispanic surname: 25.6%
• Non-Hispanic surname: 74.4%

By Age
Under 20: 10.1%
20 to 29: 26.5%
30 to 39: 22.3%
40 to 49: 16.6%
50 to 59: 12.6%
60 to 69: 7.9%
70 to 79: 2.9%
80 to 89: 0.9%
90 and Up: 0.2%

Ryan Data & Research
PO Box 202675 · Austin, TX 78720-2675 · (512) 496-5470 · dryan@ryandata.com

GOP Service Clubs and Auxiliaries in Harris County
Republican Party of Texas Auxiliaries
Texas Federation of Republican Women
Texas Republican County Chairmen's Association
Texas Federation For Republican Outreach
Texas Federation of African American Republicans
Texas Republican Assembly
Republican National Hispanic Assembly
Texas Federation of Hispanic Republicans
GOP is For Me
Texas Federation of College Republicans
Texas Young Republican Federation
High School Republicans of Texas
Texas Pachyderm
Republican Hispanic Citizens in Action
Texas Asian Republican Assembly
Harris County Area Auxiliary Clubs
Bay Area Republican Women
Bellaire High School Republicans
Braes Republican Women
Clear Creek Republican Women
Cy-Fair Republican Women
Daughters of Liberty
Downtown Houston Pachyderm Club
Greater Houston Council of Federated Republican Women
Greater Houston Pachyderm Club
Greater Katy Pachyderm Club
Greater Tomball Pachyderm Club
Heritage Republican Women's Club
Houston Young Republicans
Kingwood Area Republican Women's Club
Lake Houston Area Pachyderm Club
Magic Circle Republican Women

GOP Service Clubs and Auxiliaries in Harris County
Memorial West Republican Women's Club
MLK Association of Texas
North West Forest Republican Women
Pachyderm Club of Northwest Houston
Republican Women's Club of Katy
San Jacinto Republican Women
Spirit of Freedom Republican Women's PAC
Texas Tea Party Republican Women
Tomball Republican Women
Village Republican Women's Club
Yellow Rose of Texas Republican Women's Club

